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Abstract

Iranian Azerbaijani is a dialect of the Azer-
baijani language spoken by more than 16% of
the population in Iran (>14 million). Unfor-
tunately, a lack of computational resources is
one of the factors that puts this language and
its rich culture at risk of extinction. This work
aims to create fundamental natural language
processing (NLP) resources and pipelines for
the processing and analysis of Iranian Azerbai-
jani introducing standard datasets and starter
models for various NLP tasks such as language
modeling, text classification, part-of-speech
(POS) tagging, and machine translation. The
proposed resources have been curated and pre-
processed to facilitate the development of NLP
models for Iranian Azerbaijani and provide a
strong baseline for further research and devel-
opment. This study is an example of bridging
the gap in NLP for low-resource languages and
promoting the advancement of language tech-
nologies in underrepresented languages. To
the best of our knowledge, for the first time,
this paper presents major infrastructures for
the processing and analysis of Iranian Azer-
baijani, with the ultimate goal of improving
communication and information access for mil-
lions of individuals. Furthermore, our trans-
lation model’s online demo is accessible at
https://azeri.parsi.ai/.

1 Introduction

While a few of the world’s languages are blessed
with a wealth of linguistic resources, most of
the world’s 7,000 languages are considered low-
resource and face the danger of extinction (Cieri
et al., 2016). Each of these low-resource languages
is crucial in preserving humanity’s shared heritage,
benefiting all. Developing techniques for analyz-
ing these languages is currently a major challenge
in the field of NLP, especially in different regions
(Zoph et al., 2016; Duthoo and Mesnard, 2018;

⋆ The first two authors contributed equally and their au-
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Bansal et al., 2021; Han et al., 2022). Despite sig-
nificant advancements in deep learning for NLP
in high-resource languages, some low-resource
languages lack even sufficient digitized raw texts
(ImaniGooghari et al., 2021).

Azerbaijani, spoken in Iran, which we refer to
as Iranian Azerbaijani in this paper, is a dialect
of the Azerbaijani language spoken by a signif-
icant population in Iran written in Perso-Arabic
script. This dialect, along with Azerbaijani spo-
ken in Azerbaijan, which we denote as Azerbaijani,
constitutes two distinct branches within the Azer-
baijani language family. Azerbaijani with minor
phonological, lexical, syntactic, and morphological
variations uses the Latin script (Mokari and Werner,
2017; Rezaei et al., 2017). Despite the large num-
ber of speakers of Iranian Azerbaijani, the digitized
resources are very limited placing this language
among low-resource languages and putting this lan-
guage and its associated culture at risk of extinction
(Kuriyozov et al., 2020; Park et al., 2021).

Related Work

The field of low-resource language research en-
compasses two main streams: (i) resource building
through collaborative effort (e.g. Unimorph (Mc-
Carthy et al., 2020a)) and (ii) parallel projection
from high resource languages (Agić et al., 2016;
Eger et al., 2018; Subburathinam et al., 2019; Xia
et al., 2021), particularly from the related languages
(Hedderich et al., 2021). Iranian Azerbaijani is a
member of the Turkic language family, which also
includes Turkish, Uzbek, Azerbaijani, Kazakh, and
Uyghur (Mirzakhalov et al., 2021a).

Here we summarize the recent computational
efforts on Turkic languages: (i) High-resource
Turkic NLP: Turkish is a high-resource language
among Turkic languages, with available datasets
and models for various NLP tasks, such as
stemming, segmentation, POS-tagging, parsing,
and named entity recognition (Ehsani et al., 2012;

https://azeri.parsi.ai/
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Safaya et al., 2022). Almost the entire NLP
pipeline for Turkish exists in a toolkit, called
TurkishDelightNLP (Alecakir et al., 2022). Text
classification studies can also be observed for
Turkish and Azerbaijani languages e.g., sentiment
of social news articles in Azerbaijani (Mammadli
et al., 2019), tweet topic classification (Yüksel
et al., 2019) and sentiment analysis (Mutlu and
Özgür, 2022) in Turkish. (ii) Cross/multi-lingual
models: this track of research includes efforts on
aligning monolingual embedding spaces of various
Turkic languages, which are often affected by
low-resource constraints (Kuriyozov et al., 2020).
(iii) Machine translation models: machine trans-
lation have been developed for instances of Turkic
languages (Gökırmak et al., 2019; Fatullayev et al.,
2008)) as well as family-scale translations among
Turkic languages (22 languages) (Mirzakhalov
et al., 2021a,b). To the best of our knowledge, no
prior work has developed a comprehensive NLP
dataset or pipeline for Iranian Azerbaijani, which
is a language spoken by more than 14 million
individuals in Iran and written in the Perso-Arabic
script. In addition, the translation scenario of
Iranian Azerbaijani to Persian is significant in Iran
as it can enhance communication among different
generations and regions.

Contributions: our paper to the best of our
knowledge, for the first time introduces: (i)
comprehensive linguistic resources for Iranian
Azerbaijani including raw texts of various genres,
a POS-tagged corpus, text classification collec-
tion, and parallel corpora (in both Turkish and
Persian) as well as (ii) important starter NLP
models for Iranian Azerbaijani consisting of data
cleanings, word embeddings, language modeling,
post-tagging model, text classification models, and
machine translation. Our primary focus has been
to achieve a remarkable milestone by creating the
first NLP pipeline and resource collection for a
language spoken by at least 14 million people,
while leveraging proven methodologies already
established for other languages. In addition,
through proposing the above-mentioned resources
and models, we attempt (iii) to improve the
language technology for the communication of
millions of individuals and (iv) to contribute to
preserving the Iranian Azerbaijani and its rich
culture.

2 Materials and Methods

Workflow: the overview of our approach for
Iranian Azerbaijani resource creation and model
benchmarking is outlined in blocks of Figure 1: (a)
Azeri-standardization: this part includes unifying
the scripts of Azerbaijani and Iranian Azerbaijani
to the Perso-Arabic script and a comprehensive pre-
processing spanning removal of URLs, digits, text
within parentheses, elimination of non-Azerbaijani
characters, and discarding sentences shorter than
10 characters. We refer to the resulting cleaned
and standardized text as Azeri-STD. (b) Parallel
dataset creation: we create two parallel corpora
for two different reasons: Parallel to Turkish: we
use a parallel corpus between Azerbaijani and Turk-
ish (the most high-resource Turkic language) for
the purpose of annotation projection (Eger et al.,
2018) and run Azeri-STD to generate the paral-
lel corpus for the Iranian Azerbaijani, Parallel to
Persian: we create this dataset for translation be-
tween Iranian Azerbaijani and Persian again using
our Azeri-STD on collected data from different
sources. (c) Training of the starter models: we
develop and fine-tune starter models of different
NLP tasks, including word embeddings, language
modeling, text and token classification, and transla-
tion. (d) Model evaluations: we evaluate each task
using appropriate metrics and evaluation datasets.

2.1 Datasets

Raw text dataset: Our monolingual data comes
from two primary sources: transliterated text using
a transformer-based solution (Zohrabi et al., 2023),
and text originally written in the Perso-Arabic
script. Table 2 provides information about our data
(See Appendix A). The dataset includes 1.3M
sentences spanning approximately 640K unique
words.
Word analogy dataset: We propose a word anal-
ogy dataset for intrinsic evaluation of embedding
spaces, inspired by previous literature such as
(Gladkova et al., 2016). Our dataset includes
100 word analogies from four categories: in-
flectional morphology, derivational morphology,
lexico-graphic, and encyclopedic semantics
Text classification dataset: For text classification,
we use a collection of 400 articles from the Iranian
Azerbaijani Wikipedia, divided into 4 categories:
Literature, Sports, History, and Geography (100
articles per category). This dataset provides a di-
verse set of texts for training and evaluating text
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Figure 1: An overview of our pipeline for natural language processing of Iranian Azerbaijani, including data
collection and preprocessing (block a), parallel corpus creation (block b), model development and fine-tuning (block
c), and evaluation using various metrics (block d).

classification models. We use 80% for training and
dev and 20% for test purpose.
Token classification dataset: We create a token
classification dataset based on the POS-tagging of
our parallel Turkish corpus. We use annotation
projection techniques to align (Jalili Sabet et al.,
2020) the Turkish POS-tags (Alecakir et al., 2022)
with those of Azerbaijani. To ensure script con-
sistency across the different dialects of Azerbai-
jani, the results are then transliterated to the Iranian
Azerbaijani dialect. To improve the quality of the
dataset, we leverage crowdsourcing to edit the tags.
To summarize, we achieved a set of 200 tagged
sentences. We use 90% for training and dev and
10% for test purpose. The agreement between the
two annotators in the annotation task was evaluated
using the kappa score, resulting in a value of 0.93,
indicating substantial level of agreement. Machine
translation dataset: we create a parallel dataset
between Persian and Iranian Azerbaijani languages.
This dataset comprises a total of 14,972 aligned sen-
tence pairs. It is composed of three main sources
(marked with (p) in Table 2 in Appendix A): 7851
pairs from the Bible (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014),
6175 pairs from the Quran 1, and 946 pairs from a
compilation of short stories we carefully extracted
from different web forums manually. We use 90%
for training and dev and 10% for test purpose.
The only available bilingual data for Iranian Azer-
baijani consists of the Quran, the Bible, and a few
stories. Within the NLP community, religious texts

1https://tanzil.net/download/

are frequently employed as valuable resources for
low-resource languages, primarily because of their
inter-cultural nature, making them widely acces-
sible across various languages (McCarthy et al.,
2020b). The creation of high-quality aligned bibles
in approximately 1000 languages has been a signif-
icant effort in this area (McCarthy et al., 2019).
To ensure data quality, our comprehensive prepro-
cessing pipeline involved manual checks in some
cases, successfully eliminating duplicates and noisy
data from the dataset, resulting in a reduction in
collection size from 2M to 1.3M sentences.

2.2 Models

Subword embedding: A proper word represen-
tation is critical for almost all NLP tasks. Since
Azerbaijani languages are agglutinative, we use
fastText embeddings that can properly use the sub-
word information in the skip-gram architecture (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017). We evaluate this embedding
extrinsically in the text classification task and in-
trinsically by measuring the Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) in the word analogy inference task.
Transformer language model: Transformer-
based language-model embeddings proved to be
state-of-the-art approaches on a variety of NLP
tasks benefiting from proper modeling of contex-
tual information of tokens (Devlin et al., 2019).
Therefore, we train a BERT language model with a
masked language modeling objective on our stan-
dardized raw text. We evaluate this model by mea-
suring perplexity of the language model (Chen
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Task Model Evaluation Metric Performance

Language model-based Embedding FastText MRR 0.46

Language Model BERT Perplexity 48.05

Text Classification

TF-IDF + SVM Accuracy 0.79
TF-IDF + SVM F1-score 0.78

FastText + SVM Accuracy 0.86
FastText + SVM F1-score 0.86

BERT Accuracy 0.89
BERT F1-score 0.89

Token Classification BERT POS-tagger Accuracy 0.86
BERT POS-tagger Macro F1-score 0.67

Machine Translation Text Translation azb2fa SacreBLEU 10.34
Text Translation fa2azb SacreBLEU 8.07

Table 1: Summary of performance results for various NLP tasks on Iranian Azerbaijani language. The models and
evaluation metrics are detailed for each task (azb: Iranian Azerbaijani, fa: Persian).

et al., 1998).
Text Classification: We include a text classifica-
tion use case in our pipeline for Iranian Azerbai-
jani comparing three types of approaches: (i) an
SVM model using TF-IDF embeddings, (ii) an
SVM model using average fastText embeddings
of a document, and (iii) supervised fine-tuning of
our BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019). We evaluate
the classification part by measuring accuracy and
the F1 score on the test set.
Token Classification: For the example of token
classification we use our POS-tagging dataset, that
can benefit a range of NLP tasks. We fine-tune
our BERT embedding model for the POS tagging.
Since we have 11 categories, other than accuracy
we evaluate the tagging on macro-F1 score as well.
Machine Translation: We train a low-resource
transformer-based machine translation model be-
tween Iranian Azerbaijani and Persian. The
model’s computational efficiency makes it practical
for use in situations where resources are limited
(Kreutzer et al., 2019). We evaluate the quality of
translation using the SacreBLEU (Post, 2018) on
the test set.

3 Results

The objective of this research was to establish fun-
damental pipelines and resources for the Iranian
Azerbaijani language. A collection of subword em-
bedding (fastText), transformer language model
(BERT), text classification, token classification

(POS tagging), and machine translation models
for Iranian Azerbaijani NLP is available at Hug-
ging Face repository2, with corresponding code
found on GitHub3.The obtained results are summa-
rized in Table 1: Embedding intrinsic evaluation:
Our fastText model obtained an MRR of 0.46 in
word analogy intrinsic evaluation indicating that
the model can guess the analogies on average in
the second guess. Language modeling perplexity:
We evaluated the model perplexity of our BERT
language model, and achieved a perplexity score
of 48.05. Given the constraints of a low-resource
language, achieving a perplexity of 48.05 is quite
commendable and suggests that despite the scarcity
of training data, our model was able to produce rel-
atively accurate predictions. Text classification:
our fine-tuned BERT models performed better than
the other two models on the text classification task.
After the BERT model, the fastText-based baseline
showed superior performance in comparison with
the TF-IDF baseline (an extrinsic evaluation of the
fastText embedding). We conducted a text clas-
sification comparison to showcase the impact of
transliteration data for Iranian Azerbaijani in BERT
masked language model pretraining. Our BERT
model, trained on both transliterated and original
Iranian Azerbaijani data, achieved an impressive
macro-F1 of 0.89 in supervised text categorization.

2https://huggingface.co/language-ml-lab/
iranian-azerbaijani-nlp

3https://github.com/language-ml/
iranian-azerbaijani-nlp

https://huggingface.co/language-ml-lab/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp
https://huggingface.co/language-ml-lab/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp
https://github.com/language-ml/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp
https://github.com/language-ml/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp
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In contrast, the BERT model trained solely on Ira-
nian Azerbaijani data attained a significantly lower
macro-F1 of 0.48. Moreover, training the model
on transliterated data resulted in a mBert score of
0.85 macro-F1, further confirming the efficacy of
utilizing transliterated data in transformer language
models for downstream tasks. Token classifica-
tion: The transformer-based tagger achieved a sat-
isfactory performance with an accuracy of 0.86 and
an F1-score of 0.67. This performance indicates
that the fine-tuned BERT tagger is able to identify
and classify language elements in the dataset with
a moderate degree of accuracy and completeness.
Machine translation: We assessed the model’s
performance using the SacreBLEU metric and ob-
tained scores of 10.34 for Iranian Azerbaijani to
Persian translation and 8.07 for Persian to Iranian
Azerbaijani translation. Although these scores may
not reach the level of high-resource settings, when
compared to other low-resource languages and their
respective scores, our model achieved a reasonable
performance for a low-resource machine transla-
tion setting (Mirzakhalov et al., 2021a).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, for the
first time, we introduced computational resources
and pipelines for Iranian Azerbaijani language pro-
cessing. Language technologies developed for this
language can significantly contribute to the com-
munications of >14M speakers of this endangered
language. We introduced data sources and models
on major NLP tasks including text cleaning, word
embeddings, language modeling, text and token
classifications, and machine translation. Our in-
troduced embedding space, pos-tagger, and BERT
language modeling can be used in a variety of other
NLP tasks. Our translation model is the first techno-
logical effort toward closing the gap between gen-
erations that are not acquiring their grandparents’
language. Our pipeline and prepared resources can
play a key role in addressing the scarcity of com-
putational resources for Iranian Azerbaijani and
preserving the language and its culture.

5 Limitations

Our study has several limitations that must be ac-
knowledged. A major limitation is the limited re-
sources available for Iranian Azerbaijani, which
resulted in a scarcity of data for our pipeline. This
scarcity poses a significant challenge for training

and evaluating our models and may impede their
overall performance. Additionally, Azerbaijani is
an agglutinative language, with postfixes added to
words to indicate grammatical relationships and
functions. However, the way postfixes are written
and separated from words varies between Azerbai-
jani and Iranian Azerbaijani, In Iranian Azerbai-
jani, there are no clear rules for written language,
leading to variations in the use of spaces and half-
spaces between words and postfixes. The absence
of standard and pre-defined rules also results in
considerable noise in the data, making accurate
analysis and understanding of the language diffi-
cult. We faced challenges in accurately tokenizing
Azerbaijani because of these variations and decided
to use spaces to tokenize words in our data, but this
method sometimes resulted in incorrect segmenta-
tion. Furthermore, we used a significant portion of
transliterated data from resources in Azerbaijani,
which may be affected by phonological, lexical,
syntactic, and morphological differences between
the two dialects, and thus may impact the perfor-
mance of our pipeline and limit the accuracy of our
models.
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Appendix

A Data Collection

Our resources come from two sources: translit-
erated data from Azerbaijani and original data in
Iranian Azerbaijani, We collected the original Ira-
nian Azerbaijani data through various methods, in-
cluding parsing Wikipedia dumps4, gathering data
from İshiq website5, crawling Dashqapisi website
archive6, importing telegram channels7, request-
ing content from Varliq quarterly journal8, and
manually extracting parallel sentences from trans-
lated short stories. For the Azerbaijani data, we
collected news articles9, 10, books11, Quran12 and
Bible parallel corpora, and other textual resources
from various sources including Github reposito-
ries13. Table 2 provides information about our data,
including dataset name, transliteration status, num-
ber of sentences, unique words, and average words
per sentence.

4https://azb.wikipedia.org/
5https://ishiq.net/
6https://dashqapi.blogsky.com/
7https://t.me/abcmedrese
8http://varliq.ir/
9https://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/en/

download/Azerbaijani
10https://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/en/

download/Azerbaijani
11https://github.com/raminrahimzada/

az-corpus-nlp/blob/master/sentences/books_
starting_with_a.txt

12https://tanzil.net/
13https://github.com/raminrahimzada/

az-corpus-nlp/blob/master/sentences/others.zip

Name Transliterated #Sentences #Words #Avg. Words in Sent.

NewsCrawl Yes 301403 210258 15.21
Books Yes 116001 92891 6.08
Wikipedia No 66449 88112 11.34
Ishiq No 65321 146833 16.26
Bible (P) Yes 42936 45693 13.36
New Yes 19878 36875 15.68
DashQapisi No 11071 27870 10.96
Quran (P) Yes 8355 13176 11.3
Telegram No 2263 10089 14.75
Varliq No 816 5846 22.2
Stories (P) No 676 2898 11.92
Others Yes 699603 284642 5.98
Total - 1323130 641861 9.55

Table 2: A summary of our collected datasets in Iranian Azer-
baijani: (P) shows the parallel corpora.

B Azerbaijani vs. Iranian Azerbaijani

Azerbaijani, spoken in the Republic of Azerbaijan,
commonly referred to as Azerbaijani, and Azerbai-
jani spoken in Iran, often denoted as Iranian Azer-
baijani, are recognized as two distinct branches
within the Azerbaijani language family. The us-
age patterns differ between the two branches, as
Iranian Azerbaijani is primarily used as a spoken
language, whereas Azerbaijani serves as an official,
scientific, and literary language. Notably, the alpha-
bets used by these branches exhibit dissimilarities.
Azerbaijani has experienced multiple changes since
1928, whereas the Iranian branch continues to em-
ploy the Perso-Arabic alphabet. Vocabulary-wise,
Azerbaijani in Iran incorporates loanwords from
Persian, Arabic, and English, whereas the Azer-
baijani branch includes loanwords from Russian,
Arabic, Persian, and English. Furthermore, gram-
matical disparities exist between the two branches.
The Iranian branch is primarily influenced by Per-
sian in Iran, while the Azerbaijani branch draws
influence from Russian in Azerbaijan. In summary,
Azerbaijani and Iranian Azerbaijani are two dis-
tinct branches of the Azerbaijani language, differ-
ing in their usage patterns, alphabets, vocabulary,
and grammatical features. These variations reflect
the influence of Persian, Arabic, Russian, and En-
glish on the respective branches in their respective
regions.

C POS Guideline

Introduction: This guideline provides instructions
for annotating Part-of-Speech (POS) tags in the
Azerbaijani language. The POS tags help identify
the grammatical category of each word in a
sentence. We have developed a comprehensive
guideline featuring 11 tag categories. The tag
categories include Noun, Punctuation, Verb,
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Pronoun, Adverb, Conjunction, Number, Adjec-
tive, Postposition, Interjection, and Determiner.
Examples for each category have been provided to
assist in the annotation process.
Instructions: Each word should be tagged with
one and only one POS tag from the provided
categories. The function and the grammatical
properties of the word while assigning the POS tag
should be considered.
POS Tag Categories: a. Noun: Tags for common
and proper nouns, including names of people,
places, objects, etc. Example: "H. A

�
JJ
»" (book),

" 	
à@Qî

�
E" (Tehran).

b. Punctuation: Tags for punctuation marks.
Example: ".", ",", "?".
c. Verb: Tags for verbs. Example: "Õç'
X

	PAK
" (I

wrote), "ÐQK
Y

JÃ" (I am going).

d. Pronoun: Tags for words that replace nouns.
Example: " 	áÓ" (I), " 	á�


	
J�" (yours).

e. Adverb: Tags for words that modify verbs,
adjectives, or other adverbs. Example: " Am.�

�
� @ðAK
"

(quietly), " é ���
Òë" (always).
f. Conjunction: Tags for words that connect words,
phrases, or clauses. Example: "ð" (and), "ú



»"

(that).
g. Number: Tags for numeric values. Example:
"ú


¾K
@" (two), "100" (hundred).

h. Adjective: Tags for words that describe or
modify nouns. Example: "È 	P


ñÃ" (beautiful),

"ú


æ
�
�
	
kAK
" (good).

i. Postposition: Tags for words that come after
nouns and show relationships. Example: "ù



ÒJ
»"

(like), " 	
à

ñk�


ð@" (for).

j. Interjection: Tags for words that express strong
emotions or surprise. Example: "!ø




�
@" (oh!), "! è

�
@"

(ah!).
k. Determiner: Tags for words that introduce or
specify nouns. Example: "ñK." (this), "i�


Jë" (any).

D Hyperparameters

The BERT language model was trained with hy-
perparameters set as follows: for pre-training, the
number of epochs was 10, the batch size was 128,
the learning rate was 5e-5, the vocabulary size was
10,000, and the maximum size of position embed-
dings was set to 64. For text classification tasks,
the maximum sequence length was set to 64, the

batch size was 32, and the number of epochs was
10. The learning rate for text classification was set
to 275e-7. For token classification tasks, the max-
imum sequence length was set to 64, the learning
rate was set to 2e-5, the batch size was 64, and the
number of training epochs was 20.

E Error Analysis and Model Output
Examples

Detailed examples for each task, along with model
output samples, are available in the README sec-
tion of our paper’s GitHub repository.14

14https://github.com/language-ml/
iranian-azerbaijani-nlp

https://github.com/language-ml/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp
https://github.com/language-ml/iranian-azerbaijani-nlp

